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	Apple announced the original iPad on January 27, 2010, and the
	technology world hasn’t been the same since. Customers rushed
	to buy the tablet, snapping up more than 300,000 the day it went
	on sale. Competitors rushed to copy it, with Samsung, Motorola, Amazon,
	and others creating their own variations on the app-friendly touchscreen
	device within two years.


	Equipped with a faster processor and a pair of cameras, Apple’s current
	model, the iPad 2, has sold even better than the original. And it still dominates
	the tablet category; as of Fall 2011, the iPad had grabbed nearly 70
	percent of the market.


	So why has the iPad proven so popular, even as competitors rush to put out
	their own imitations? One theory: combine a growing desire for Internet
	access and a shift to digital music, books, and video with a sophisticated,
	fast, lightweight touchscreen device, and you have a gadget perfectly
	suited to the emerging world of personal media devices.


	You can add to that Apple’s new emphasis on the “post-PC” world, where
	you don’t have to connect the iPad to your computer to set it up, fill it up,
	or back it up. The arrival of iOS 5 and iCloud in October 2011 means that
	the iPad can be your primary window to the Internet for work, play, and
	cat videos—no heavy, bulky laptop needed, because you’re living in an
	airy ecosystem where all your stuff is safely online, Up There if you need it.


	And thanks to the thousands of third-party apps already available, the iPad
	can move beyond being just a platter that serves up media and Internet
	content. In fact, it can pretty much be whatever you want it to be.


	Come to think of it, that’s probably why it’s so popular.
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Concrete Mathematics: A Foundation for Computer ScienceAddison Wesley, 1988
THIS BOOK IS BASED on a course of the same name that has been taught
annually at Stanford University since 1970. About fifty students have taken it
each year-juniors and seniors, but mostly graduate students-and alumni
of these classes have begun to spawn similar courses elsewhere. Thus the time
seems ripe to present the...
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From Java to C#: A  Developer's GuidePearson Education, 2003
Learning a new programming language can be intimidating, especially if you need to get up and running with it quickly.  If you are a current Java developer who needs to learn C#, this book is essential.  Java and C# share many common characteristics and by focussing on the key similarities and differences between the two languages,...
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Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1999
 The Tcl/Tk best-seller, now completely updated for Tcl 8.2 and the Tcl Web Server!  

 Tcl/Tk 8.2 is the first scripting language that can handle enterprise-wide integration tasks that encompass Windows, Solaris, Macintosh, and other key platforms. Now, in this fully updated Third Edition, Tcl/Tk development team member and best-selling...
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GNSS Receivers for Weak SignalsArtech House Publishers, 2006

	Many important GPS applications such as the positioning of wireless devices, tracking during ionospheric scintillation, and orbit determination of geostationary and high Earth orbit satellites require a GNSS (global navigation satellite system) receiver with the ability to work with weak signals. This first-of-its-kind book addresses this...
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Formal Aspects of Security and Trust: 7th International Workshop, FAST 2010Springer, 2011

	The present volume contains the proceedings of the seventh international workshop on Formal Aspects of Security and Trust (FAST 2010), held in Pisa, Italy, 16–17 September 2010, as part of the 8th IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering and Formal Methods (SEFM 2010).


	FAST aims to foster cooperation among...
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Adventures In Raspberry PiJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Coding for kids is cool with Raspberry Pi and this elementary guide


	Even if your kids don't have an ounce of computer geek in them, they can learn to code with Raspberry Pi and this wonderful book. Written for 11- to 15-year-olds and assuming no prior computing knowledge, this book uses the wildly successful, low-cost,...
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